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Manufacturing CIRP Winter Meetings is online. General Assembly: Lists of CIRP officers for 2015-2016. Paper presentations from last General Assembly in Cape Town are online. SEP: Kabir Mamun - The University of the South Pacific Conference Proceedings - Manufacturing and Automation Research. Authors need to register and submit papers no later than 30/09/2015. Legal and economic aspects of environmental protection system. Production testing and installation of process equipment, (Process Equipment Operation) - solutions to NAMRC 43 - International Manufacturing Research Conference 2015 International Journal of Mechatronics and Manufacturing Systems. CALL FOR PAPERS AND SPECIAL SESSION ORGANIZATION: As has been in the previous UMTIK Conferences, UMTIK-2016 aims to and systems in design and manufacturing of machines, manufacturing systems and technologies. Design of Production Processes; Design of Machines and their Applications. Simulation of manufacturing systems - ResearchGate. All the registered and presented papers of IC4M 2016 will be included in the proceedings. Conference on Industrial & Manufacturing Processes, Systems and Technologies - ResearchGate. Maintenance techniques and procedures is an area of the production system. Dr. Xinyu Liu, PhD - Lamar University. Conference papers may only be submitted if the paper has been completely re-written (more details).